
WILD-C - The Willowstick Instrument for 
Leak Detection
Since 2004  Willowstick  Technologies   has   developed  

and patented technology to track, model and predict 

groundwater flow paths and patterns. The technology has 

been successfully used by geophysicists and engineers to 

deliver over 250 groundwater characterization projects. 

Now the technology has been adapted in a new device 

that provides unprecedented ability to profile the 

condition of ferrous water pipes with no perturbation of 

existing pipes and no interruption of water service. While 

the device is able to map leaks with exceptional accuracy 

the exclusive advantage of this new device is its ability 

to recognize external and internal corrosion, identify 

pipe cracks or even pitting, and enable utility operators 

to predict the future life of water transmission assets.  

WILD-C was developed for use in conductive pipes, such 

as ductile iron, cast iron or steel. It is a tethered device 

that navigates water pipes emitting a signature electric 

current while recording minute fluctuations in magnetic 

fields that are generated by the current.

How Does It Work?
WILD-C applies well-understood principles of physics and 

Non Destructive Testing such that a specialized exciter 

coil combined with proprietary receiver coils inside the 

instrument detect minute fluctuations in the intensity of 

magnetic fields generated throughout the pipe. They are 

positioned such that they induce primary and secondary 

magnetic fields inside the pipe.

Through testing and simulation Willowstick has 

recognized and replicated the unique signature for 

corrosion, various types of deformations, pitting, joints, 

and other types of integrity changes which may impact 

the longevity of the pipe. 
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Figure 1 - WILD-C Conceptual Model



The WILD-C device contains one or more receiver coils, 

one or more exciter coils, and other proprietary circuitry 

which take continuous readings as the device travels 

down the pipe being driven by water pressure.  The  

current will be disrupted by the presence of a leak in the 

wall or a variety of deformations. Some anomalies such 

as a joint will disrupt the smooth current flow but will be 

easily identified as expected. Other aberrations such as 

pinhole leaks are easily identifiable due to their unique 

signature. 

The WILD-C instrument includes battery power, fiber-

optic communication wire, and a data collection unit.

The highly sensitive coils that are the foundation 

technology for all Willowstick Instruments  are  as  adept 

at tracking changes in confined water movement in 

pipelines as they are at tracking unconfined flow paths 

from groundwater seep paths. Even the smallest leaks 

result in changes to the magnetic field are measured 

by WILD-C. The data collected by WILD-C is processed 

and then uploaded to the Willowstick cloud, where it is 

reduced and used to create 3D models of the pipeline 

as it exists or the utility operator can choose to see the 

trends that are taking place in the pipeline over a certain 

period of time.

What About Leak Detection?
The WILD-C device takes a fundamentally different 

approach to detect leaks in conductive pipelines 

than acoustics, sonar, and video inspection. The basic 

idea is that due to the unique electronic conductivity 

characteristics of ferrous pipe, WILD-C provides highly 

accurate leakage data but so much more. Why settle for 

identifying a precise leak location when it is also possible 

to simultaneously determine the condition of all the 

surrounding pipe?  Generating reliable data from ferrous 

pipes has been seen as an impossibility for any sort of 

electro-magnetic methodology when the reality is quite 

the opposite. Having addressed the seemingly intractable 

problem, ferrous pipe actually provides much more data 

regarding its condition, trends, and future susceptibility 

to infiltration than non-ferrous pipes.

What’s Unique About WILD-C?
The WILD instrument takes a fundamentally different 

approach than acoustic, thermal imaging, visual 

inspection, sonar and other “brute force” approaches 

commonly used to detect pipeline leakage.

• Only condition assessment technology for 
ferrous pipes 

• Technology proven in other industries

• Non-invasive insertion and extraction via 
hydrant 

• Precise leak detection is part of the solution

• Proactive approach to manage assets

• Tethered solution powered by water pressure

• Suitable in 4 inch mains up to large 
transmission lines

• Detects anomalies inside and outside the pipe
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